
RECHARGEABLE 
BATTERY LIFE 2 HRS

3 LIGHT MODES
VARIABLE INTENSITY

DIAMETER
15.5 CM

ADJUSTABLE 
360° 

 MAGNIFICATION 
×1 . ×3

Bamboo Mirror
RECHARGEABLE LED MIRROR



Combining 
practicality  
with aesthetics
Discover our round 
bamboo mirror and 
its various features
Elegant and modern, the Bamboo 
Mirror rechargeable bamboo pedestal 
mirror fits perfectly into your interior 
thanks to its bamboo design and 
black metallic powder coat finish. 

The X1 mirror with a diameter of 15.5 cm will 
be your best ally for your daily skincare routine. 

Would you like perfect make-up precision?  
Nothing easier thanks to the magnetic 
X3 magnifying mirror that can be 
attached or removed very easily.

Fitted with an LED light, the illuminated 
bamboo mirror will light up your face with 
the mode and intensity of your choice. 



3 shades 
Would you prefer warm, cold or natural light?

Our bamboo pedestal mirror contains 
long-lasting LED bulbs specifically 
designed to allow you to choose 
from 3 different light modes: 

 Warm white, which softens the 
complexion and skin imperfections. 

 Cold white, providing a 
better representation of colours 
and better brightness.

 Natural white, which does not change the 
perception of colours and is ideal for make-up.
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Variable intensity 
Whether you prefer strong or gentle intensity, everything 
is possible with the Bamboo Mirror.  
Adjust the intensity level to suit your needs!  
Hold your finger on the touch key and 
adjust the intensity as you wish. 



Its features 
Its natural and elegant bamboo design is not its only asset. 

Its X3 magnifying mirror easily attaches to the X1 
large mirror, giving you perfect precision. 

Adjustable 360°, the bamboo mirror is flexible and offers 
the possibility to analyse every angle of your face. 

This illuminated table mirror is rechargeable by USB-C 
and benefits from 2 hours of battery life. 
What to do with make-up and skincare that is worthy 
of this name, no matter where you are at home!

A rectangular bamboo tray supports the 
mirror and provides a storage space for your 
jewellery, accessories and make-up. 

The Bamboo Mirror is your mirror. Designed 
with a memory function, it stores the intensity 
of each shade used during the last use.



In a few words…
• Rechargeable pedestal mirror ×1 · ×3
• Elegant bamboo design with black powder coat finish
• Long-lasting LED bulbs
• 3 light modes: warm, cold or natural light
• Adjustable light intensity
• Mirror ×1. 15.5 cm diameter
• Magnetised magnifying compact mirror ×3
• Rechargeable via USB-C
• 2 hours of battery life
• Maintains the settings from last use
• Adjustable 360°
• Touch control

Master Carton Dimensions

40.5 × 36.5 × 34.5 cm

Master Carton Weight

6.5 kg

Colour Boxes / Master Carton

6

Colour Box Dimensions

19.5 × 32.5 × 11.5 cm

Colour Box Weight

0.9 kg

Bamboo Mirror
RECHARGEABLE LED MIRROR
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